
Contamination 
Prevention

Made of food grade 
PE film under ISO 

22000 Food Safety and 
HALAL certified hygiene 

conditions

The Built-in floor
fluidization helps to
aerate and move the

lime during unloading 

 Built-in food grade 
moisture absorbent 
desiccant - prevents 

container rain

No interference by 
human hands or any 
operator assistance 

needed

LIME LINERS
Caretex

FDA 
Approved 

Enables 
Flowability

Moisture
Control



High volume LI ME customers consuming much QUI CK and
HYDRATED Lime?
Significant distance from quarry and production to customer and
usage? 
Looking to save on expensive long-distance delivery by tank trucks
while avoiding returning empty trucks? 
Want to take full advantage of cheaper and convenient sea freight?
Eliminating costly and troublesome container cleaning at the
receiving end?  
Keen to avoid expensive and dust emitting decanting of FI B Cs and
double handling of your product in a high-cost environment? 
Concerned about the environment and avoid having to dispose
almost 30 pcs. of 850KG FI B Cs for supply of 25MT of LI ME? 
Save the packaging, warehousing and handling of bags of LI ME?
Considering safe and secure handling of LI ME with minimum
operator interference?  

I f so, you need to carefully consider our patented Caretex LI ME
Liners!

The increased LI ME Liner sale is  a result of more than ten years of
development work by Caretex. We have already supplied our
Caretex LI ME Liners to numerous countries such as Australia, New
Zealand, Canada, Malaysia, Thailand and Vietnam. 

Our patented Caretex LI ME Liner can easily be loaded through
already available Silo truck and unloaded by tilting platform or on-
truck tipping chassis . The LI ME can then be blown into s ilo or
directly into the ongoing production line without interference by
human hands and needing no operator assistance.

Do you have following customers or
facing following issues: 
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Caretex 
FLOUR LINERS

The unique features of our patented Caretex
LIME Liner paving the way for bulk transport
of this product are following: 

I n-built Full Floor Fluidization, which aerates difficult flowable
products like LI ME enabling its  mobility.
Possibility to equip with internal Food Grade Desiccant to absorb
excessive moisture building up inside the liner from prolonged storage
or transportation from hot/humid to cold/ dry climate changes.

Caretex’s  Food-Grade container liners  have helped safely transport
dry bulk products like petrochemicals , minerals , and food products for
over 30 years . 

We have our own fully managed and with 100%  ownership liner
manufacturing plants in Thailand and I ndia to offer liner supply
certainty and exploring cheapest shipping options.  




